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Lund Humphries Publishers Ltd, United Kingdom, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Revised ed..
Language: English . Brand New Book. Under the inspirational teaching of Claude Flight, Sybil
Andrews (1898-1992) found her artistic voice in the form of the linocut - a medium demanding
directness and dynamism. Tracing her artistic journey through rural Suffolk, inter-war London and
finally provincial Canada, this important publication provides a comprehensive overview of the life
and work of a key figure in British art history. Andrews ambition to eliminate non-essentials to learn
that great lesson of balance translated into pared-down images which used colour to express,
rather than depict, detail. The prevalent themes in her work - sport, urban life, manual work and
religion - chime with Flight s aim to create an art of the people.an art expressed in terms of unity,
simplicity and of harmony and reflect Andrews own interest in shared experiences. The resulting
imagery - vital and eye-catching - is now beginning to receive the critical appreciation it deserves.
This beautifully presented publication features a complete catalogue of Andrews linocuts, alongside
a substantial essay contextualising Andrews oeuvre and analysing the linocuts in detail. It will
appeal to the many collectors and admirers of...
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Reviews
This publication will be worth purchasing. This is for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I discovered this publication from my
dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Ma cey Cummer a ta
A top quality ebook as well as the typeface used was interesting to see. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a DDS
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